2002 volvo s80 interior

The Volvo S80 is an executive car produced by the Swedish manufacturer Volvo Cars from to
across two generations. It took the place of the rear-wheel-drive S90 as Volvo's flagship sedan.
The first generation â€” was made available for the model year. It has since been built at the
Torslanda Works in Gothenburg , Sweden, with a few model year cars for the North American
market built at Volvo's Halifax Assembly plant. Unlike most Volvo models, it did not have a
station wagon version for its first generation. The second generation â€” was released in as a
model year car. It has an estate version, the third generation of the Volvo V The model was
replaced by the second generation S90 in the later half of The design takes styling cues from
the Volvo ECC concept. The first-generation S80 is based on the Volvo P2 platform. Over ,
first-generation S80s were built. No existing manual gearbox would fit in the engine bay with the
six-cylinder engine, so Volvo had to develop their own, the M It featured also an environmental
specification, covering aspects such as allergens from textiles, fuel economy and the life cycle
of the car from production to dismantling. The S80 used CAN bus multiplexing wiring. The S80
was initially available with four different engines. Starting the range was a detuned 2. Next up
was a 2. The 2. In some European countries, the entry level S80 came with a 2. These were sold
in countries such as Portugal where larger capacity engines were penalized by heavy taxes.
Minor exterior design changes occurred between and versions, notably front grille styling. They
tested a left-hand drive, 4-door saloon, registered in , with front seatbelt pretensioners , seatbelt
load limiters , as well as front, side, body, and head airbags:. Scores given for the car showed
pedestrians' legs facing a very aggressive front end, resulting in only 2 stars of 4 for pedestrian
safety. Despite this EuroNCAP did state "This large Volvo is very safe and gave a good all round
performance" due to the good adult protection inside the car in the event of a collision. The
second generation S80 was unveiled at the Geneva Motor Show [28] on 28 February, with sales
beginning in June The new S80 features a new 3. The engine features four catalytic converters
and advanced electronics. The structure featured high strength boron steel for safety. Brake
support offers additional assistance by preparing the braking system so that the car can begin
stopping faster and preparing for panic brake application. Ready alert brakes RAB are also
available to anticipate severe braking. It prepares for this by moving the brake pads closer to
the discs. The T4 variant features the 1. The S80L is a long-wheelbase variant designed and sold
only in China. New features for include a choice of five-cylinder 2. Also the 2. The update also
came with the discontinuation of the Yamaha-based V8 engine. An option was added for
California on the 3. More chrome trim was added to the front, the rear end, and the doors to look
like the S80 Executive. The Volvo S80 facelift also comes with a choice between a
comfort-enhancing standard chassis, or a sport one that offers better handling dynamics. The
S80 will be available with a S80 R-design interior package to give the inside a sportier look. The
interior package contains a new sports steering wheel, sports pedals, Dynamic leather seats,
sports gearshift knob, and a new instrument with blue background. The car was unveiled in at
the Geneva Motor Show. The Volvo S80 lineup now includes the Inscription Package. Features
Include: Sovereign Hide leather seats, high gloss walnut wood inlays, and special trim. The 3.
The Volvo S80 now features turn signals on the outside mirrors, a new 7-inch Sensus
infotainment system in the center of the dash, genuine wood interior trim and Bluetooth audio
streaming. Volvo's City Safety technology is also now standard. Premier Plus and Platinum
trims are added for the model year. The Volvo S80 now features standard headlight washers,
rain sensing wipers, and push button start ignition. The Premium Plus edition adds xenon
headlamps. The 2nd half of year introduced a new facelift with new front and rear bumpers, new
lower front fascia, new grille style, the 7-inch infotainment system becomes standard, City
Safety becomes standard, new optional digital gauge cluster, and additional interior ambient
lighting. The base Volvo S80 is powered by a new turbocharged 2. T6 AWD models come with a
turbocharged 3. A six-speed automatic transmission and all-wheel drive are also standard on T6
models. The T6 gets slightly better fuel economy than the model T6. An optional climate
package includes heated front and rear seats, a heated windshield and a heated steering wheel.
Introduced in late , midyear changes introduced for the Most notably, the new The New S80
options include a wood steering wheel and inch "Bor" alloy wheels with a lowered Sport
Chassis. The T6 six-cylinder engine and all-wheel-drive model have been discontinued for the
model year. The S80 is also used as a base for specialised cars such as lengthened limousines ,
hearses , [43] and ambulances. Ambulance models receive a completely new body from behind
the b-pillar as well as a raised roof. A sliding side door is installed on the right hand side
sometimes on both sides and the tailgate is enlarged to allow easier access. Nilsson only
manufactured ambulances based on the first generation S Nilsson has built limousines [46] and
hearses [47] based on both generations of the S Armored versions were also available. The first
generation could be ordered from the factory, with the actual armoring done by an outside
company. The second generation armoured version was available from Czech specialists SVOS
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Advanced Search Search Tips. We take special orders for other OEM S80 interior parts! Need
parts that aren't listed below? Please wait Most Popular 1. Overstock clearance. Two directional
arrows are This piece pops out in front of the center console armrest and resembles a miniature
beach This OEM replacement gear shift knob with plastic button may not be what came
originally on your S80, but fits just the same, the grey color meshes well with your interior, and
it costs less than the ones with wood grain Factory replacement mesh cover with honeycomb
pattern grill for the center of the dash. For those with off-black interiors. Note that on most
S80s, there is actually no speaker present under this screen, though you would For those with
grey "granite" interiors. Note that on most S80s, there is actually no speaker present under this
screen, though you This is a factory replacement mesh cover with honeycomb pattern grill for
the center of the dash. Note that on most S80s, there is actually no speaker present under this
screen, though you would assume there would be It's easy to replace, requiring just a torx
screwdriver with a T bit. Ones for Executive models with car If your S80's interior is tan, beige,
or light grey, email us with your VIN for a quote on a factory replacement Factory replacement
textured plastic fastener for any of the door panels - round with a pop-out release pin in the
middle. If you have a Volvo makes these in three colors; we'll Replacement plastic cap for the
mirror adjuster joystick on the driver's window switch. To install this part, you will have to
remove the interior door panel. Once that is done, you will Factory replacement console sleeve
for the emergency brake handle, with plastic trim plate and imitation leather wrap. This factory
replacement interior plastic piece installs in the back of the parcel shelf, behind the rear
speakers, next to the rear windshield. Forget about dirt or snow ruining your original textile
mats! This factory accessory set of four heavy rubber 'all weather' mats is perfect for swapping
in during winter. Each mat has two holes for fastening them to the pegs See this listing for the
part in a lighter grey. Factory panel for mounting an aftermarket radio. OEM factory replacement
shifter knob wrapped in charcoal black leather. Comes with an installation booklet. Factory
replacement black plastic trim panel for covering the area where the side mirror bolts onto the
door. Foam block on reverse. This piece comes with three new clips also available separately
The only way to get a new control knob from Volvo is Search Go. You can edit the name of your
vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select
Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Home Volvo S80
Styling Interior. Peace of mind only comes standard with genuine parts. Select a Volvo S80
Driveline. Customize your Volvo S80 with our complete range of genuine accessories. View All
Volvo Accessories. Every difficult road condition, mastered. Pack and Load. Help prevent the
worst and lessen the impact of the unavoidable with Genuine Volvo S80 Safety Accessories.
Your Volvo, bespoke to your aesthetic. Tech and Sound. Make the most of your driving time.
Volvo Lifestyle Collection. Discover our Collection and bring all the luxuries of Volvo in your
home. Shop Volvo S80 Maintenance kits by Mileage Nothing lasts forever, but with proper care,
your Volvo will function at peak performance for many miles. Maintain your Volvo to
manufacturer-approved specifications with a selection of mileage-specific kits. Select a mileage

interval. Your Nearest Dealers. McGrath Volvo Cars Barrington. Shop Now. Distance: Volvo Cars
Lisle. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers. About Volvo Cars. Legal Policies. Links Dealer
Login. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. When you are in need of S80 parts for your
Volvo, it is important to know where to turn. You can always rely on eEuroparts. When the S80
was introduced by Volvo in , the company already had a solid reputation as a manufacturer that
could be relied on to produce safe and comfortable vehicles. By this time, the company had
also become known for manufacturing high-performance vehicles. The S80 was actually
somewhat unique in a number of regards. This was the first time in many years that an in-line
6-cylinder vehicle would be installed transversely in a Volvo vehicle. As was the case with all
other vehicles produced by Volvo, the S80 was also designed to be extremely safe. All of the
prior passive safety innovations that had been rolled out by Volvo were included in the new S A
quiet interior and top-notch audio and video equipment were also included in the Volvo S In
addition, buyers could also choose an optional GPS navigation system. The S80 also included a
variety of other options, such as a refrigerator that could keep your beverages icy cold while
you were in transit. The S80 was also the first vehicle from Volvo's new generation of cars to
feature oversized tail lamps and a more curvaceous design. As a result, the S80 could be
instantly recognized when on the road. In order to add an item to a project you must be logged
in. If you do not have an account please click the link below. Thank you for taking the time to
provide us with your suggestions for improving eEuroparts. If you have any questions please
contact us. Thank you for taking the time to let us know about an issue with one of our listings.
Want to narrow your results? We are processing a warranty replacement order for you.
Warranty replacement orders add a "hold" to your credit card in the amount of the replacement
order. This "hold" will only be completed into a charge in the event that the warranty item is not
returned to us within 1 week of receiving the replacement item or the item is being returned for
reasons other than the warranty issue stated. If you are using a debit card for this order the
"hold" will temporarily make the full amount of the funds unavailable for your use. If you're
using a debit card we suggest you switch to a credit card. Do I have your authorization to
proceed? Please select your T-Shirt size below. T-shirts may not ship with your order. Please
allow weeks for delivery This will not affect your orders shipment. Contact eEuroparts. Select
Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned multiple car options. This
happens when the VIN lookup software we use does not return specific engine or trim
information. Click your engine or body trim option below:. VIN: Vehicle Name:. This item
requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to ensure that this part fits your vehicle. I agree to the
Special Order policy. Select Your Volvo S Models - 2. Engine Oil Drain Plug Washer 18x24x1.
Add to Cart. Engine Oil Filter. Valve Stem Seal. Valve Stem Seal 7mm. Power Steering Fluid 1
Liter. Turbo Bypass Valve. Please Login In order to add an item to a project you must be logged
in. Share Link:. Thank you for your feedback. Log in here to share this part - Or - Register an
account below. Enter the name and email you would like to share this part with. Your email has
been sent. Select your vehicle below. Your shirt size has been selected! No matter what type of
S80 parts that you may need, you can find them here. Convertible Top. Cooling System. Fuel
System. Wiper System. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior
Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your cart will be set to In-Store
Pickup By adding this item to your cart, the shipping option will not be available for your order.
The In-Store Pickup option will now be defaulted at checkout. Chemicals known to the State of
California to cause cancer, or birth defects or other reproductive harm may be present in
automotive service, replacement parts and fluids. For more information, go to Cancer and
Reproductive Harm.
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Find Parts That Fit:. Rear view mirror. Part Number : Fits S80, V70, XC With moisture sensor
and compass. Full Diagram. View All Diagrams. Related Products. Mirror, rearview,
autodimming with compass. Gear shift knob, leather with wood inlay. Sun curtain, rear doors.
Shift lever knob, leather S60, V70, XC Fulfillment Options. Shipping Not Available. Dealer
Rating: 4. See Reviews. WARNING Chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer,
or birth defects or other reproductive harm may be present in automotive service, replacement
parts and fluids. People Also Bought. Cable harness kit for towbar Trailer module. The control
module is. Volvo Parts Webstore. Accepted Payments. Email this product. Email Address. Legal
Policies Data Requests. Find us on Facebook. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure
the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

